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We report Gaussian basis set density functional theory �DFT� calculations of the structure and
spectra of several colloidal quantum dots �QDs� with a �CdSe�n core �n=6,15,17�, that are either
passivated by trimethylphosphine oxide ligands, or unpassivated and oxidized. From the ground
state geometry optimization results we conclude that trimethylphosphine oxide ligands preserve the
wurtzite structure of the QDs. Evaporation of the ligands may lead to surface reconstruction. We
found that the number of two-coordinated atoms on the nanoparticle’s surface is the critical
parameter defining the optical absorption properties. For �CdSe�15 wurtzite-derived QD this number
is maximal among all considered QDs and the optical absorption spectrum is strongly redshifted
compared to QDs with threefold coordinated surface atoms. According to the time-dependent DFT
results, surface reconstruction is accompanied by a significant decrease in the linear absorption.
Oxidation of QDs destroys the perfection of the QD surface, increases the number of
two-coordinated atoms and results in the appearance of an infrared absorption peak close to 700 nm.
The vacant orbitals responsible for this near infrared transition have strong Se–O antibonding
character. Conclusions of this study may be used in optimization of engineered nanoparticles for
photodetectors and photovoltaic devices. © 2009 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.3135193�

I. INTRODUCTION

Colloidal quantum dots �QDs� are chemically stable par-
ticles of nanometer size, intermediate between crystal and
free molecule. Their fundamental electronic and optical
properties are critically size dependent due to the quantum
confinement effect.1 Many of the applications of colloidal
QDs involve charge transport. Quantization of charge and
energy resulting from quantum confinement is analogous
with artificial atoms. Recent progress in nanotechnology al-
lows the preparation of large arrays of these artificial atoms
in which particle size, interparticle separation, and chemical
composition are controlled,2 thus creating nanostructured
solids with tunable properties.

Highly monodisperse QDs synthesized by convenient
methods of organometallic chemistry are composed of a
nanocluster of semiconducting material �core� covered on the
surface with a monolayer of organic molecules �known as
passivating ligands�.3 Examples of these surface ligands are
trioctylphosphine �TOP�, TOP oxide �TOPO�, and various
amines. These ligands not only prevent agglomeration of the
QDs during the synthesis process and solubilize them in vari-
ous solvents but may also play a decisive role in stabilizing
the structure of QDs and affect their electronic and optical
properties �including the fine structure of band edge lumines-

cence�. Among these ligands, TOPO is the most widely used,
while amines usually give the strongest luminescence but
easily dissociate.4 Surface ligands were also reported to af-
fect the growth rates and to terminate the dangling bonds on
the QD’s surface.5 Binding of a single octadecanethiol mol-
ecule to a CdSe nanocrystal can decrease the photolumines-
cence quantum yield of that single nanocrystal by at least
50%.6

Reconstruction of the surface may also have a critical
effect on optical properties of quantum dots.7 A recent survey
showed that both the type and the quality of surface passiva-
tion are very important for the optical gain and light
absorption.8 The surface structure of the QD nanocrystals is,
however, not very well understood, and only limited experi-
mental evidence is available. It had been established that the
coordination of TOP to the Se atoms on the surface of CdSe
QDs is responsible for the emission band that is redshifted
relative to the photoluminescence band edge.9 On the other
hand, for CdSe QDs capped by the oxygen-coordinating
ligand TOPO experimental studies using NMR �Ref. 10� and
x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy11 techniques established
that the surface Se atoms are not coordinated by TOPO. A
similar effect was found for other ligands using extended
x-ray absorption fine structure.12

Accurate theoretical description of the electronic struc-
ture as well as optical and electron transport properties of
QDs is critically important for the rational design of nano-
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structured solids. Simplistic particle-in-a-box models, also
called effective-mass approximation, neglects the passiva-
tion, while focusing on modification of the electron envelope
functions induced by the confinement.13 Unfortunately, it
was found to give insufficient accuracy for small particle
sizes.14 More accurate studies have been carried out at the
atomistic scale, using semiempirical15 and density functional
theory16 �DFT� levels. A ligand pseudopotential model has
been used to simulate the surface passivation.17,18 In another
study dangling bonds on the surface were removed by shift-
ing the energies of the corresponding hybrid orbitals by
about 100 eV19 which is well above the conduction band
edge. In several studies that combined a self-consistent reac-
tion field method and semiempirical pseudopotential meth-
ods the electronic properties of CdSe nanocrystals were also
found to be sensitive to their environment.20,21 However, the
ambiguities in magnitude and location of the surface poten-
tial may have affected the calculated values of the optical
gaps.

More sophisticated models explicitly include the ligands
in atomistic simulations. Pseudo-hydrogen atoms are often
used as model ligands in order to saturate dangling bonds.22

Recent QD calculations using the effective tight binding
model and a very simple model for QD surface reconstruc-
tion based on observations of bulk surface relaxations were
carried out using oxygen atoms as passivation ligands at-
tached to surface Cd atoms.18 More realistic simulations in-
cluding surface reconstruction effects using first principle
methods, were published recently.7,21,23,24 These simulations
predict self-healing ligand effects on CdSe nanocrystals.

Photovoltaic applications of colloidal QDs involve
charge transport, and recent experiments have demonstrated
the important role that charges play in optical properties of
QDs. Although dark conductance of undoped CdSe QDs ar-
rays was found to be extremely small,25,26 photoinduced con-
ductivity has been observed. Measurements of the photocur-
rent response have shown that the photocurrent action
spectra follow the light absorption spectra of the
nanoparticles.25 The observation of extremely long-lived cur-
rent transients suggests the importance of long-range Cou-
lomb interactions between charges on different
nanocrystals.26 In these experiments the inter-QD separation
was determined by the length of organic capping molecules.
Removal of these ligands from the QD’s surface results in
the decrease in both physical separation and tunneling barrier
between QDs and increases the electrical conductivity
through this artificial solid. There are two ways to remove
the ligands: �i� anneal the QD solid at a temperature below
the melting point of QD semiconductor core, and �ii� treat it
chemically.27

One of the easiest methods of chemical treatment is oxi-
dation. Unfortunately, exposure of samples to oxygen in air
is difficult to control sometimes, thus the effect of the oxida-
tion can be mistaken for the intrinsic properties of pristine
QDs. For instance the electroluminescence for 2.5 nm CdSe
QDs was recently reported at two wavelengths: 650 and 490
nm.28 Clearly, 650 nm corresponds to a band gap �1.9 eV�
that is too narrow for strong quantum confinement in a QD
that small, and is much closer to the bulk band gap. More

controlled experiments for nanocrystalline thin films show,29

that increased density of oxygen is, in fact, the reason that
leads to the defect states appearing 0.6 eV below the band
gap.

In the present contribution we discuss possible mecha-
nisms that could explain such band gap narrowing. Our ar-
guments are applicable to the array of weakly interconnected
QDs with hopping electron conductivity between them. We
report changes in electronic spectra of QDs due to effects of
surface passivation by organic ligands and reconstruction of
the nanoparticle surface after ligand removal. Surface passi-
vation by TOPO ligands is found to stabilize QDs in bulklike
hexagonal structure. Ligand removal results in a red shift the
adsorption spectra and narrows the gap between the highest
occupied molecular orbital �HOMO� and the lowest unoccu-
pied molecular orbital �LUMO�. We also study the effects of
chemical oxidation of CdSe QDs, but physiosorption of the
oxygen molecules on surface defects is not included in the
scope of the present work. We show that addition of an oxy-
gen atom to a QD results in a structure modification that
leads to the appearance of an infrared adsorption band in the
electronic spectra. The theoretical study presented here can
be verified in experiments by ligand removal in presence of
oxygen. An experiment is in progress toward that end.

II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

All theoretical calculations were performed using the
GAUSSIAN 2003 suite of programs.30 We used the hybrid DFT
functional dubbed Becke, three-parameter, Lee-Yang-Parr
�B3LYP�,31 which includes a fraction of Hartree–Fock ex-
change to reduce the self-interaction error. The Los Alamos
double-� effective core potential �LANL2DZ�32 and the as-
sociated basis set were used. Among a number of different
available theory levels, B3LYP/LANL2DZ as implemented
in GAUSSIAN03 was shown to be the best compromise be-
tween efficiency and accuracy.33 In the present contribution,
this level of theory was applied to the organic ligands as well
the CdSe core. The linear response time-dependent DFT an-
satz was used to predict the electronic spectra.

We selected neutral clusters with the common formula
�CdSe�n and n=6,15,17 �termed QD6, QD15, and QD17 in
the following�. Clusters cut out of the wurtzite structure us-
ing different choices for the origin may have different to-
pologies for the same cluster size.34 We cut the clusters out
of the bulk wurtzite structure with a sphere, centered in the
middle of the Cd–Se bond, tetrahedral cavity, and octahedral
cavity. Among different clusters, the most stable isomer was
chosen. Following Ref. 34, the QD17 cluster was built with
its center in the midpoint of the Cd–Se bond along the crys-
tallographic direction c, while QD6 was built with the center
in the octahedral cavity. These structures can be considered
homologous to QD33 and QD34, which form the peaks on
the gas-phase mass spectra and are theoretically predicted to
have a nanodiamond structure.34�b� Unlike these nanodia-
monds, QD17 has one formula unit as the diamond core, and
QD6 has none. All selected wurtzite-derived QDs are shown
in the top row of Fig. 1.

The TOPO ligand, often used in experiments, was mod-
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eled by trimethylphosphine oxide OPMe3. One or two
ligands were attached to the surface Cd atoms, to complete
their tetrahedral coordination, while the surface Se atoms
were not capped with ligands. This is in agreement with
other theoretical and experimental findings. Puzder et al.21

previously showed that the dominant binding interaction is
between O atom of phosphine oxide and Cd atoms on the
QD surface. Experimental observations35 also reveal much
stronger interaction of oxygen- and sulfur-based ligands
�TOPO, thiophenol, toluenethiol, and p-hydroxythiophenol�
with Cd atoms than with Se atoms of QD surface.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We investigated �i� the ligated forms of QDs, �ii� their
unligated forms, �iii� forms with extra oxygen atom attached
to the surface Cd atom, and �iv� forms where Se atom is
replaced with the O atom. In each case, the geometry was
optimized to the lowest energy configuration, absorption
spectra were predicted, and spectral differences between the
forms were analyzed.

There is one fundamental difference between QD6 and
QD17, on one hand, and QD15, on the other hand. The
former two clusters have only three-coordinated surface at-
oms in their relaxed structures, while QD15 has two-
coordinated atoms. The stable closed-shell atomic structures
display large bandgaps of 3.14 and 2.66 eV for QD6 and
QD17, respectively. In contrast, �CdSe�15 has 12 twofold co-
ordinated, or “defect,” surface atoms and a narrow bandgap

of 1.89 eV. This difference is reflected in the optical proper-
ties by a significant redshift of the QD15 linear absorption
spectrum relative to the other clusters, as shown in Fig. 2.

From comparing the top row in the Fig. 1 one can see
that the topology of QD6 and QD15 does not change with
geometry relaxation. This is in agreement with results in Ref.
7. After relaxation, the geometry change of the ligated QDs
is found to be even less than nonligated QDs. In fact, relaxed
ligated geometries look identical to the unrelaxed wurzite-
derived ones, after the ligand is removed for clarity �not
shown�. Similarly, surface passivation by trimethylphosphine
oxide ligands prevents surface relaxation and preserves the
structure of nonrelaxed QD17. Thus, the topology of the li-
gated wurtzite-derived CdSe core remains the same as the
nonrelaxed one. However, bare QD17 does relax somewhat
from its wurzite-derived structure to reduce the number of
two-coordinated Se atoms from 4 to 2 �Fig. 1�. Passivation
also leads to a notable blueshift in the adsorption spectra of
all considered QDs. Bandgaps become wider and are equal to
4.03, 2.73, and 2.54 eV for ligated wurtzite-derived QD6,
QD15, and QD17, respectively.

Next we investigated QD oxidation effects by relaxing
the geometry after �i� addition of the oxygen atom to the Cd
atom on the surface of the QD, and �ii� substitution of Se
atom with O atom. We observe that for QD6 and QD17 the
additional oxygen atom is inserted into the Cd–Se bond on
the surface, instead of penetrating into the interior of QD

FIG. 1. The three rows correspond to unrelaxed, relaxed, and oxidized by attachment of extra oxygen atom wurtzite structures of �CdSe�n, n=6, 15, and 17.
For n=15 three different cases for relaxed QDs are presented: �a� is relaxed wurtzite-derived QD while �b� and �c� were obtained by reoptimization of oxidized
structures �d� and �e� after detachment of oxygen atom. QDs �d� and �e� were obtained by attachment of extra oxygen to three- and two-coordinated Cd atoms,
respectively. Structure �b� could also be obtained by sequential substitution of Se atom by O and backward with structure relaxation on each step. Cd is white,
Se is yellow, and O is red. The optimized ligated structures cannot be clearly seen because of the hindering effect of the ligands. After the ligands are removed
for clarity, they are indistinguishable from unrelaxed structures shown in the top row.
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�bottom row in Fig. 1�. This insertion increases Cd–Se dis-
tance by 0.8 A, and is accompanied by minor distortion of
QDs.

In sharp contrast, addition of an oxygen atom to QD15
leads to significant reconstruction. Attachment of an extra
oxygen to a three-coordinated Cd atom leads its insertion
into the Cd–Se bond again, but in this case wurtzite-derived
QD15a relaxes to distinctly different configuration QD15d
�both shown in Fig. 1�. This QD15d has an almost perfect
surface with no two-coordinated surface atoms. At the same
time, oxidation by attachment of an O atom to two-
coordinated Cd leads to its coordination with two Cd and one
Se atom, and formation of highly distorted configuration
QD15e, shown in Fig. 1. This structure has several two-
coordinated Se atoms on the surface, similar to QD15a.
However, unlike QD15a, QD15e does not include two-
coordinated Cd atoms.

In order to investigate if oxidation of QD15 is indeed
irreversible, we removed the additional oxygen atom from
QD15d, and reoptimized the geometry. As a result, a new
isomer QD15b was obtained �Fig. 1�. It can be described as
cagelike polyhedron with 24 vertices and 10 facets �six hex-
agonal and four quadrangle ones� with one extra hexagon
stacked on top of the hexagonal facet. The reduction in
QD15e structure resulted in QD15c with four two-
coordinated Se atoms on the surface. The relative energies of
QD15a, QD15b, and QD15c are 4.92, 0.0, and 2.50 eV, re-
spectively. The calculated binding energy per CdSe formula
unit increases from 3.14 for QD15a to 3.47 eV for the most
stable QD15b.

As an alternate oxidation route we investigated substitu-
tion of selenium atom by oxygen. In the case of QD15a, this
substitution resulted in a QD15b homolog. The substitution
of O atom back to Se atom converges to the QD15b. We can
speculate that high transition barrier between wurzite-
derived QD15a and more stable configuration QD15b can be
bypassed by sequential oxidation and reduction processes. In
the cases of substitutional oxidation of QD17 there are two
possible positions for the oxygen atom: on the surface and
inside the QD. Comparing ground state energies of the
Cd17Se16O cluster demonstrates that the QD with the oxygen
atom inside is 0.54 eV more stable than the surface substi-
tuted one.

The theoretical absorption spectra of nanoclusters are
presented in Fig. 2. Nonoxidized QD15 isomers were found
to exhibit a blueshift on going from less to the more stable
isomer. The wavelength for the first bright excited state de-
creased from 795 nm for the least stable wurtzite-derived
conformation QD15a to 468 nm for the most stable QD15b.
Comparison of adsorption spectra of QDs of different con-
figurations clarifies the effect of dangling bonds on the opti-
cal properties of QDs. The adsorption spectrum for wurtzite-
derived structure QD15a is the most redshifted one among
the QDs with the same stoichiometry, while decreasing the
number of two-coordinated surface atoms moves the optical
adsorption to the blue. The same trend holds for oxidized
species: each considered QD reveals the appearance of an
additional peak in the low frequency region after the attach-
ment of the oxygen atom that breaks perfection or, in other

FIG. 2. Linear absorption spectra for unligated, oxidized, and ligated cadmium selenide QDs. For the closed atomic shell structures QD6 and QD17, the
removal of the ligands does not change the absorption spectra, while oxidation generates an absorption band close to 800 nm. The unstable unligated isomer
QD15a reveals absorption spectrum strongly shifted into the infrared region. Oxidation leads to the reconstruction of QD’s structure and a blueshift in
adsorption spectra for QD15d and QD15e. Reduction in oxidized nanoparticles is accompanied by further blueshift for QD15b and QD15c relative to the QD
with similar topology. Saturation of the dangling bonds of wurtzite-derived QD15 by ligands stabilizes it with calculated absorption spectrum close to the most
stable modification QD15b with threefold coordinated surface atoms.
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words, threefold coordination of the surface structure. We
conclude that the number of surface “defects” controls the
optical adsorption energy range.

To understand the nature of oxidation effect on the opti-
cal spectra, we plotted in Fig. 3 the isosurfaces of the Kohn–
Sham orbitals involved in the lowest excited states for both
oxidized and nonoxidized clusters. For all considered QDs
the effect of inserted oxygen atom is qualitatively similar, so
only the results for QD17 are presented in Fig. 3. Compared
to the nonoxidized QD17 cluster, the oxidized one has one
unoccupied level inside the HOMO-LUMO gap which cor-
responds to an antibonding Se–O orbital.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We studied the geometry relaxation and linear absorption
spectra of cadmium selenide QDs with different surface to-
pologies. We found that the number of two-coordinated at-
oms on the nanoparticle’s surface is the critical parameter
defining the optical absorption properties. For �CdSe�15

wurtzite-derived QD this number is maximal among all con-
sidered QDs and the optical absorption spectrum is strongly
shifted into the infrared region relative to other QDs with
threefold coordinated surface atoms. The surface reconstruc-
tion may decrease the number of two-coordinated atoms and
leads to the blueshift in absorption spectra of bare QDs. Pas-
sivation of the surface with organic ligands stabilizes the
wurtzite structure of QDs, prevents this surface relaxation,
and leads to further blueshift in absorption spectra relative to
the bare QDs. Oxidation of QDs destroys the perfection of
the QD surface, increases the number of two-coordinated
atoms and results in appearance of an infrared adsorption
band. This study may be used in optimization of nanomate-
rials for photodetector and photovoltaic devices.
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